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 H 

Historical Context: 
What’s happening at the time? When/where 

was the source created? How might the 
timing affect the content? Does the 
context affect the reliability of the 
source? For instance a speech after 9-11 
might be angrier or more conciliatory 
than a speech given prior. 

I: 

Intended Audience 
To whom is the document directed? 
Does the audience affect the tone or 
content? For instance a text to your 
parents would probably use different 
language than a text to your BFF. You 
might soften your language, enhance 
some details and leave others out. 

P 

Point-of-View 
What is the author’s relationship to the 
event? How does this affect the author’s 
understanding of that event? What clues 
does the author give us that reflect his 
position in society or perspective, and 
how reliable is this author as a reporter of 
history?  
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Purpose 
Why did the author create this source? 
Is there a goal here—Possible verbs: 
Convince, persuade, change, admonish, 
reprimand, inform, protest? 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

O 

Outside Information  
Evidence beyond the documents. 

Give an example of evidence not found 
in this document that would refute or 
support the point of the document. 
Sprinkle throughout your essay liberally 

 Causation (S1) 

Why? What were the reasons for the 
event? Short and Long-term effects? 
Rank causation, most important or 
significant? Most significant effect? 
What are the immediate effects, but 
also long-term processes and 
changes. Sprinkle liberally throughout 
essay. 
Verbs: began, created, lead to, 
made, precipitated, provoked, 
engendered, secured, etc.   

 Continuity and Change Over 

Time (S2) 

What changed and what stayed the same? 
Why? Recognize patterns and 
consistencies as well as shifts and changes 
and explain them. I.D. areas of continuity 
even during periods of profound change.  
Change Verbs: changed, differed, 
increased, decreased, shifted, replaced, 
varied, expanded, ,  
Continuity verbs; prolonged, endured, 
continued, remained the same, endured, 
lingered, upheld. 

Periodization (S3) 

Understand how and why people 
organize history. What are the common 
characteristics of a period? Identify 
turning points in history. Ex: modern US 
history before and after 9-11. How 
might Iraq characterize 9-11 as a turning 
point differently than the U.S.? [Must 
analyze similarities and differences 
before and after the turning point] 
To what extent was X a turning point in 
the period between A and B? 

Comparison (S4) 

Asks you to focus on multiple 
perspectives.  
Similarities and Differences. Why did 
an event or development affect 
groups differently? What are some 
different interpretations of these 
events? CB wants sophisticated 
comparisons: “on the one hand… 
while on the other…” 

Contextualization (S5) 

Asks you to pull the focus back from the 
event. Zoom Out. What was happening in 
other places, the country, the world? 
What was happening at the time the 
event occurred? How does this relate to 
larger processes? Must include 
information not found in the prompt or 
documents. (1st paragraph). 
Contextualization must be in the same 
period—setting the stage. 
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Argumentation (S6) 

Construct an argument about the 
past. Needs a clear, comprehensive, 
analytical thesis, supported by 
relevant historical evidence—
including contradictory arguments 
and evidence: 
Although X: A, B, C (Closed, 
complex thesis). 
 

 Evidence (S7) 
Sprinkle liberally throughout 
essay. Evidence can be factual or 
argumentative. Evidence supports 
your argument. Ex: What evidence 
do you have that a storm passed 
while you were sleeping? I know 
the storm happened because … 
Evidence can be written, oral, 
visual: paintings, cartoons, 
documents, speeches, graphs, 
charts, etc. 

Synthesis (S9) 

“Same in kind, but different in time.” 
Extends the argument by explaining the 
connection between the argument and a 
development in a different historical 
period, situation, era, or geographical era; 
or a course theme that is not the focus of 
the question. For instance delving into the 
economic causes of a political question. 
Requires an explanation of the 
connection, cannot merely be a phrase or 
reference. It must be relevant to the 
question at hand.  

Analyze & Interpret (Skill 8):  For every skill, the implicit word is analyze. For every point you make try to see the causes, effects, 

understand that history doesn’t happen in a vacuum. You must explain why. This is the underlying skill for all historical work. Key 
word: Because.  Analysis shows you can evaluate the relative importance of multiple factors. Recognize and account for contradictory 
evidence, and disparate explanations. Keywords for Interpretation: Analyze, evaluate, and construct diverse interpretations of the 
past. Combine disparate, sometimes contradictory evidence and apply your own insights. 
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CHEEPS 

 

Cultures 

Cultural Interaction •  Religious Beliefs  • Philosophy  • Belief Systems  •  Christianity  • Hinduism  •  Buddhism    
Judaism   •  Zoroastrianism   •  Animism    •   Daoism   •   Islam  •  Greek Rationalism  Traditions  •  Spirituality  • 
Animism  • Enlightenment  • Syncretism  • Nationalism  • Patriarchy  •Marxism •Capitalism •  Marxism •  Ideologies  
•  Rights Based Discourses  •  Art   •  Role of Art in Cultures   •  Popular Culture  •  Architecture   

Human- 

Environment 

Geography • Human Migration • Neolithic Revolution  •  Agriculture  • Irrigation Pastoralism  •  Iron Use   
Architecture • How humans shape the environment • Slash & Burn ag. • Climate • Migrations • Long Distance Trade  
•  Disease/Demographics  •  Global Migration  •  Pollution  •  Land & Water Routes  •   1st Civs / River Valley 
Civilizations •  Cities  • Little Ice Age  • Species Diversity  • Environmental Damage  •  Colonization  • Sanitation  • 
Labor Migration  •  Maritime Technology  •  Railroads  •  Urbanization  • Communication & Transportation  • Black 
Death  • Columbian Exchange • Population Shifts  •  Crop diffusion   •  Food Production Green Revolution   •  
Industrialization  •  Technological Innovations   • Mining/Natural Resource Extraction   •  Transoceanic Empires    

Economic 

systems 

Foragers  • Pastoralism  •  Agriculture  •  Diffusion of crops  • Agricultural innovation/technology Columbian 
exchange  • Labor in Agriculture  • Plantations  •  Green Revolution  • urban hierarchies  • Imperial cities  • Trade 
and commercial cities  • Changing urbanization • Industrialization  •-  Global migration  • Migration to imperial 
metropoles  •  First states • roads & currency  • Administrative cities/social hierarchies  • Imperial 
innovations/support for production & trade  •  Global economy  •  state supported maritime voyages and trade  • 
Mercantilism, joint-stock companies  • New political & economic elites  • Techniques of imperial administration  • 
Imperial expansion  • Interstate Rivalry  • Industrialization  • Technology  •machines & methods of production  • 
patterns of global trade  • transnational businesses, transportation  • global migration • global problems  • global 
conflicts  • global economics and institutions  • new technology and spread of ideas  • global popular culture  • 
Artisans, Job specialization  •  First states labor regimes  • Patriarchy  • caravan organization  • Atlantic World • 
Forced labor  • Industrial Production  • Labor Migration  • Legal protections of global capitalism • Classical 
Liberalism/Socialism/Marxism  • Land redistribution  • Cold War  • Free markets, trade agreements, protest 
movements  • Ship design  • Diffusion of scientific ideas and technology  • Spread of crops and diseases in Afro 
Eurasia  • Technology transfer • Maritime technology  • Plantation crops  • Systems of Record keeping  • Currencies, 
coins, paper money, checks, banking  • Demand for luxury goods • Transoceanic Shipping  • Gunpowder empires & 
trade • Raw materials, markets lead to new global trade patterns  • communication/transportation 

Political 

structures 

State Building  • Developments of Elites  •  Emergence of states/Cities as centers of trade  • Legal Codes  • War  
Imperialism   •  Labor Organization & Food Production   •  State Involvement in Economics  State Structures  •  
Taxation  •  How rulers legitimize their rule  •  Trading Post Empires •  Qing, Ottoman, Meiji  •  Revolutions  •  
Colonies •  Total wars  •  Communism/Marxism • First States  •State & Religion  • 1st Major Empires  • Trading Cities, 
State sponsored commerce  •  Mercantilism •  Women rulers  •Gunpowder Empires   •  State rivalries  •Alternate 
visions of society/govt.  • Transoceanic empires  • Reform Movements • Transnationalism  •  Global Conflicts • 
Global governance organizations • Imperial Collapse  •  Dar al Islam, khanates, Feudalism  • Joint Stock Companies  • 
Colonial Empires •  Imperialism  •  Cold War  •  Techniques of administration  •  Gender roles  •  Exchange of disease  
• new and continued state forms  •  African, American, European Interactions •  Political Elites & Social Hierarchies  
•Social Darwinism • Enlightenment  •  Nationalism  •  Anti-imperialism    Globalization  • Monumental architecture  
• Spread of Euro. social, political thought  •  Competition for resources • Xiongnu, Huns • Mongol Expansion  • 
Aztecs/ Mexica  • Nomadic Pastoralism  •  Portuguese & West Africans •  Peasant revolts  • Peripheral Empires  •  
Conquests of Jewish States  • Peasant Revolts  •  18th & 19th c. Revolutions  •Ethnic Violence  • Local Resistance  •  
Collapses • World Wars • Militarized States •Wealth  • Competition • Tribute System  • Diplomacy  • Road Building   
Interregional networks  • Arab Expansion  • Changes in labor, military obligations, slaves  • military technology   

Social 

structures 

Gender • Patriarchy • Social Hierarchy • Power structures  •  Gender in belief systems  • Suffrage/feminism • male/ 
female migration •  Rights based discourse  •  First States  Labor specialization •  Intensification of social hierarchies 
•gender and labor systems •Industrialization • Emerging classes/social classes  • Caste •  Confucian & Christian 

ideologies • Imperial rule • anarchism, utopian socialism, suffrage • enlightenment ideals  • nonviolence • land 

redistribution  • migration •  Property •  empire collapse  •  Judaism  •  popular protests  •  protesting inequality  •  

Monasticism •  Islam •  Economic growth  •  Migration  •  demographic shifts/birth control  •  Columbian Exchange  

•  settler colonies  •  nationalism  •  anti-colonial movements  •  Global conflict  •  diasporas  •  free and unfree 
labor/mixing of cultures/peoples   

 


